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consistency in variant ranking. For the four data sets, the hedonic scores and reservation 23 prices were collected for each participant in a "full information" condition, i.e. in a condition 24 where participants tasted each variant associated with extrinsic information. To reveal 25 consumer willingness-to-pay, the BDM mechanism was used (Becker, DeGroot, & Marschak, 26 1964), which consists in real sales at a random price. Aggregate results were similar for the 27 two measurements. In addition, in two out of four studies, willingness-to-pay measurements 28 led to slightly higher discrimination between variants than hedonic measurements. At the 29 individual level, more inconsistencies were found. This result is in line with previous studies. 30 Nevertheless, participants were more consistent concerning the most-liked variant than 31 concerning the least-liked variant. Our results also showed that hedonic score distributions did 32 not reveal any cut-off point below which consumers chose the no-purchase option; this cut-off 33 point largely depended on individuals and products. 
Introduction

49
Hedonic or willingness-to-pay measurements can be used to assess consumer 50 preferences for different variants of a given food product. Aiming both at predicting future 51 choices, these two measurements result from answers to two specific questions: how much do 52 consumers like a given product and which maximum price are they willing to pay for it 53 (reservation price). Being different, these two questions may lead to different answers and to 54 different conclusions. Therefore, given the high stakes linked to the segmentation of food 55 markets and heterogeneity of consumers' behaviours, it is a major issue to better understand 56 the differences between the two methods. Hedonic rating is widely used by sensory scientists, 57 whereas economists usually rely on willingness-to-pay assessment to elicit preferences. This 58 is probably why very few papers use both measurements and even fewer try to compare them. 59 Comparisons of different evaluation scales to assess preferences have been traditionally 60 conducted by psychologists in the field of judgment and decision making (Hsee, Loewenstein, 61 Blount & Bazerman, 1999). One outstanding example is the "preference reversal" 62 phenomenon, a well-known inconsistency which appears when subjects are asked to rate the 63 attractiveness of different lotteries and also to give a price for each of them. Preference 64 reversal was first reported by psychologists (Lichtenstein & Slovic, 1971) . The interest for the 65 phenomenon has spread to experimental economics because it appeared as a major challenge 66 to economic theory (Grether & Plott, 1979) . According to basic economic theory, differences 67 in willingness-to-pay should reflect difference in preferences, and using hedonic rating or 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63 20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 12 on the token, the participant had no opportunity to purchase the item. At the end of the 245 session, participants could ask to examine the bag of price tokens. In order to examine consistency at the individual level, several indices were calculated. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 14 When comparing the distributions according to the method, it was observed that each 294 study yielded a high frequency of null reservation prices (corresponding to the no-purchase 295 option) but an extremely low frequency of null hedonic scores (Fig. 1) . Additionally, the 4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 
Comparison of the distributions of hedonic scores and reservation prices
Discrimination between variants and consistency between variant rankings
333
The results show a significant variant effect for all products (all p values < 0.0001) and 334 similar F values for both methods (Fig. 3) . 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 
Discrimination between variants
362
The Kendall correlations calculated between individual coefficients of variation (CV) 363 obtained for hedonic scores and reservation prices were significant for all studies except for 364 the bread study (Table 4 ). This finding means than for three out of the four studies, the level 365 of individual discrimination for hedonic scores is related to the level of individual 366 discrimination for reservation prices. In the case of bread, participants could have liked the 367 variants differently but were not ready to buy them at different prices. This is particularly 368 noticeable as bread was, among the four products studied, the one with the lowest unitary 
Consistency of individual rankings
376
The percentage of participants who satisfied the two consistency criteria is presented for 377 each data set in 
Consistency on the most-liked and the most-disliked variants
406
We further explored the relationships between the two measurements by looking at the 407 agreement level for the most-liked (most-valued) and the least-liked (least-valued) variants.
408
Concerning the ranking of the four variants, we defined strict and weak consistency criteria.
409
The strict preference consistency corresponds to the case in which participants gave the 410 highest score and the highest reservation price to the same variant. The weak preference 411 consistency corresponds to the case where there were ex-aequo values for one method.
412
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